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ON MIDCONVEX FUNCTIONS WITH MIDCONCAVE BOUNDS

C. T. NG

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

ABSTRACT. A representation theorem for midconvex functions with midcon-

cave upper bounds is obtained. It solves a problem posed by K. Nikodem.

1. Introduction. A real-valued function / defined on a convex subset D of the

Euclidean n-space Rn is midconvex if

f(\x+ \y) <\{f(x) + f(y)\

for all x, y in D. It is convex if f(Xx+ (1 - X)y) < Xf(x) + (1 — X)f(y) for all x, y in
D and X in [0,1]. Midconcavity and concavity are defined by reversing the above

inequalities. Midconvexity is frequently referred to as Jensen convexity, following

the work of J. L. W. V. Jensen in 1905 and 1906.

There are many papers giving conditions under which midconvex functions are

convex. A comprehensive review on this subject can be found in [1, 4], The

following problem posed by K. Nikodem in [3] is of a different kind: Let D be an

open interval on R. Let /,j:ß-»Rbe midconvex and midconcave respectively,

with f(x) < g(x) for all x in D. Do there exist functions F,G: D —► R, A: R —► R,

with F convex, G concave and A additive such that / = F + A and g = G + A

(while restricting A to D)7

The answer is positive. In the next section we present the result under a more

general setting.

2. A representation theorem. We begin with some definitions and terminol-

ogy. A function A : Rn —> R is additive if A(x + y) — A(x) + A(y) for all x, y E R™.

An affine function is the sum of an additive function and a constant. Let / : D —* R

be defined on an open subset D of R". We say that / is locally bounded from above

by a midconcave (affine) function at a point a E D if for some convex neighborhood

TV of a in D, there exists a midconcave (affine, respectively) g: N —♦ R such that

f(x) < g(x) on N.

THEOREM. Let f:D—* R be defined on a nonvoid open convex subset o/R™.

The following statements are equivalent:

(1) / is midconvex and is locally bounded from above by a midconcave function

at some point a in D.

(2) f = F + A on D for some convex F: D —* R and additive A.
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(3) / is midconvex and is locally bounded from above at each point a in D by an

affine function.

PROOF. To show that (1) implies (2), let / be midconvex, TV be a convex

neighborhood of a E D, g : TV —* R be midconcave with the dominance / < g on

TV. Without loss of generality we assume that TV is open, and for a moment focus

our attention on TV.

For each fixed b E R" we consider the functions

fb(x) := f(x) + f(b - x),        gb(x) := g(x) + g(b - x)

for all x E TV with b — x E TV. Thus their domain is the open convex set TV fl

(b — TV) (which could be void). They inherit from / and g the properties: (i) fo is

midconvex and gb is midconcave, and (ii) fb < <?(,. What is more is that they are

(iii) symmetric about 6/2 in the sense that fb(x) = fb(b — x) and gb(x) = gb(b — x).

This third property and (i) imply that /;, and gb are minimized and maximized at

6/2 respectively. For example

9b(x) = gb(b - x) = [gb(x) + gb(b - x)}/2 < gb[x/2 + (b - x)/2] = gb(b/2)

shows that gb is bounded from above by the constant gb(b/2). In view of (ii), we

obtain the boundedness of fb from above by the constant gb(b/2). Since fb is mid-

convex, the boundedness from above leads to the conclusion that fb is continuous

[4, Theorem 71C].

For each fixed c 6 R™ we will establish the continuity of the difference f(x + c) —

f(x) in the variable x on the domain TV n (TV — c). To this end, let xr, E TVn (TV — c)

be arbitrarily given. We select arbitrarily a point dE TV + xq. Then xq, xr, + c and

d — xo are all in TV. Since TV is open, there exists a neighborhood V(xo) of xq such

that x, x + c and d — x are all in TV for every x E V(xq). Thus every term in the

identity

f{x + c) - f(x) = [f(x + c) + fid - x)} - [fix) + fid - x)}

is defined whenever x E V(xq). The function [f(x + c) + f(d — x)\ in x, being the

composition of a translation x —► x + c and the continuous /<j+c, is continuous at

xo- The function [f(x) + f(d — x)] in x is but f¿, and so is continuous at xq. Thus

the above identity yields the continuity of f(x + c) — f(x) at x = xq. As xq is

arbitrary, this proves the continuity of f(x + c) — f(x) in x on TV n (TV — c).

By a theorem of De Bruijn and J. H. B. Kemperman [2, Theorem 5.1], the

continuity of the difference f(x + c) — f(x) implies the existence of an additive

function A such that F := f — A is continuous on TV. Hence F is locally bounded

at a.

We now return to D. The midconvexity of / on D implies the midconvexity of

F on D. The midconvexity of F and its local boundedness at a imply its convexity

on D [4, Theorem 71C]. This proves that / is the sum of the convex F and the

additive A on D.

To show that (2) implies (3), let / = F + A be such a decomposition, and let

a E D be arbitrarily given. Since F is convex, it is continuous, and so must be

bounded from above by some constant p on some convex neighborhood TV of a.

Then / = F + A is bounded from above on TV by the affine function p + A.

As (3) trivially implies (1), the proof is complete.
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To address the problem by Nikodem, let /, g : D —* R be respectively midconvex

and midconcave functions defined on a nonvoid open convex subset D on Rn, with

f < g. Thus / is locally bounded from above by g at each point in D. By the

above theorem, we can choose an additive A such that F := f — A is convex (on D).

With the same A we consider G := g — A. The midconcavity of g implies that of

G. Furthermore, from / < g we get F <G. Since the convex F is locally bounded

from below (by constants), so is G. This proves that the midconcave G is indeed

concave [4, Theorem 71C].
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